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ENGLISH AREA – EBA 2017
GENERAL INFORMATION

CEBA LEVEL A1.1 SECTION TERM 1

UNIT 1 SESSION No 1 TITLE Nice to meet you! DATE

LEARNING 
OUTCOME(S) Use formal and informal expressions to introduce themselves and name other students in class.  

SPECIFIC SKILLS / 
CONTENT FOCUS greetings; common expressions for meeting people; possessive adjectives: my, your 

STAGE ACTIVITY AIM MATERIALS TIME

ICE-BREAKER

My classmates
1. Arrange chairs in a circle.
2. Start the class by greeting students with the following phrases: “Hello” “Hi, good evening” “How 

are you today?” “Nice to meet you!”
3. Write on the board: “Hello, my name is___________ “
4. Read the phrase on the board and introduce yourself. “Hello, my name is   ________”. 
5. Use a small ball and toss it to random students. 
6. Each student that catches the ball has to introduce him or herself.
7. Point to the example on the board: “Hello, my name is __________.”
8. The student completes the sentence and tosses the ball to another student.
9. Do this activity until all students have introduced themselves. 
10. Next, pass the ball to your right and say the student in that seat’s name, (for example, “Hello, María.”)
11. That student then has to pass the ball to his or her right and say the next student’s name, etc. 

until the ball arrives back to the teacher.
12. Now pass the ball to your left and say the student in that seat’s name, (for example, “Hello, Pedro.”)
13. That student passes the ball to his or her left and says the next student’s name, etc. until the 

ball once again arrives back to the teacher.
14. [OPTIONAL if time] Continue the game by tossing the ball to a random student, and the rest of 

the class has to remember that person’s name and say “Hello, _________!”

 Get to know 
other people 
in the class
 Memorize 
students’ 
names  

Small ball or 
piece of paper 
crumpled to 
form a ball 

8 min.
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PRESENTATION

1. Pass out the dialogue.
2. Model the dialogue [or play the audio recording].
3. Read each line and ask students to repeat, copying your pronunciation or intonation [or use the 

audio recording]. Do this twice.
4. Ask half of the class to play the role of person A and half of the class to play the role of person 

B and read the dialogue in chorus.
5. Change roles and practice in unison again. 

 Present the 
dialogue 
 Practice 
pronunciation 
and intonation

•	Dialogue 
handout

•	Audio 
recording

10 min.

PRACTICE

1. Say, “Stand up!”
2. Walk around among the students and tell them to choose a card.
1.	 Students	who	choose	an	A,	must	find	a	student	who	chooses	a	B.	It	is	important	that	students	

work with other students that they don’t already know.
2. Students should remain standing and practice the dialogue 2 times.
3. Walk around the classroom to make sure students are practicing, and to help with 

pronunciation and intonation.
4. After they have practiced 2 times, ask them to change pairs, “Ok, change!”
5. In new pairs ask the students to practice the dialogue 2 more times.
6. After they have practiced 2 times, ask them to change pairs, “Ok, change!”
7. In new pairs ask the students to practice the dialogue 2 more times.*
8.	 When	most	pairs	are	finished,	say	“Stop!”
*In classes with fewer students, the teacher can practice the dialogue with the students.

 Practice intro-
ducing oneself
 Get to know 
other students 
in the class-
room 

Role cards: 
A and B

 20 min.

PRODUCTION

1. Ask, “Can you do it without the paper?” and gesture turning the paper over or putting it aside.
2. Call pairs who think they can perform the dialogue without the paper to the front of the class.
3. Ask them to perform the dialogue. If they get to a point where they can’t remember, ask the 

rest of the class to help them.
4. Give applause at the end of the performance. Encourage other pairs to try, but don’t force 

anyone who is not ready.
5. Tell students to save the dialogue in their notebooks.

7 min.
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ASSESSMENT 
OF LEARNING 

OUTCOMES
1.	 As the students read the model out loud, use the checklist to assess outcomes. 

Determine if 
the student 
can introduce 
themselves 
during a short 
conversation

Speaking 
checklist 

Use 
during 
practice 
and/or 
produc-
tion seg-
ment

SELF-
ASSESSMENT

1. Say in English and then in Spanish: “Do you know the names of all the people in this class?”
2. Say in English and then in Spanish: “Can you introduce yourself in English?”
3. Say in English and then in Spanish: “If a friend says hello to you, what can you respond?”

 1 min

ASSESSMENT

SKILLS LEARNING 
OUTCOMES INDICATOR INSTRUMENT

•	Oral •	Use formal and 
informal expres-
sions to intro-
duce themselves 
and name other 
students in class.

•	Interact with 
each other saying 
name, expressions 
for greeting one 
another during the 
class. 

•	Checklist


